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Across
5. Not permitted by law.

7. The action of making laws.

8. Formal discussion

10. Having two branches, chambers, or 

houses, as a legislative body.

14. Head of public installation

15. A formal expression of an opinion to 

make a decision

17. The larger two sections of a 

bicameral parliament

21. Permitted by law

22. Head of a government department

24. A piece of paper on which you 

indicate your choice or opinions in a secret 

vote

25. There are 76 of them in Australia, 12 

for each state

26. Currently Prime Minister of Australia 

and leader of the liberal party.

27. Malcolm Turnbull

28. Protection of members of parliament

29. An organised group of people with 

similar aims and opinions.

30. Organisation that is the governing 

authority of a political unit

Down
1. People chosen to speak for others

2. The legislative branch of 

government. It consists of the queen, the 

senate and the house. It consists of the 

queen the senate and the lower and upper 

houses.

3. A proposed law that goes through 

upper and lower house

4. A large room used for formal events

6. A formal written request

9. A political party abvocating labour 

laws

11. Rules made by the government.

12. Formal approval by the crown 

enabling the bill to become a law

13. Third presentation of a bill

16. First presentation of a bill.

18. One of the two chambers of a 

bicameral legislator, the other one being 

the lower house

19. A formal organised choice made by 

voting

20. A political party advocating liberal 

laws

23. A formal statement or announcement


